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Abstract
We present a new uniform random sampler for binary trees with n

internal nodes consuming 2n + Θ(log(n)2) random bits on average. This
makes it quasi-optimal and out-performs the classical Remy algorithm.
We also present a sampler for unary-binary trees with n nodes taking
Θ(n) random bits on average. Both are the first linear-time algorithms to
be optimal up to a constant.
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1 Introduction
Rooted Plane trees are central data structures in computer science, and have
been widely studied in both mathematics and computer science. They are a
natural way of representing hierarchy and arise in a huge number of algorithms
such as depth first search, sorting algorithms and search algorithms. In this
paper, we focus on uniform random sampling of Catalan and Motzkin trees (i.e.,
rooted plane binary tees and rooted plane unary-binary tees). More precisely,
we address the search of a algorithm which returns uniformly a tree having n
nodes with minimal cost in terms of random bit, while keeping good time and
space complexities. Contrariwise with the uniform-real-variable model where
the measure of complexity is the number of calls to iid uniform real variables U
on the compact [0, 1], we deal with the realistic and tractable random-bit model
introduced by Von Neumann and further developed by Knuth and Yao. In
this model, the unit of complexity is the random bit. For obvious reasons, this
notion is much more natural in computer science and coherent with Shannon
information entropy [13]. This notion have already been investigated [9, 6] It is
clear that the uniform random sampler of an object γ inside a set of cardinality
C needs at least ln2(C) random bits.
The efficient (in time space and random bits) sampling of trees is of central

interest in many domain. Since these structures appear in numerous settings
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